Want to learn some new magic? Want to buy some new magic? Victor Cohn, a long time member and good friend to Ring
96 has left his magic collection for us to sell. The money brought in from these sales will be split in half between Ring 96
and a kids Summer Camp that Victor liked to support. The share that Ring 96 keeps will help offset our monetary reserve
which is dwindling since we are not taking in the cash flow from the raffle that we usually do. So, anything you purchase
here will help support your club.
To make a purchase, e-mail Ring Secretary Cliff Gerstman at cliffg37@verizon.net The “winner” of the item will be either
the first one to make the request or, if you really love Ring 96, the highest bidder.
Most if not all of these items, and those to be posted in the future, are too big, or too heavy or too expensive to mail, so we
will have to meet either at my house in Long Beach, or at an agreed upon location. I will be wearing a mask, please do the
same.
Payment options: Prefer checks made out to “Ring 96.” If that does not work for you, we can talk.

This classy handmade box of strongly constructed wood, can be used to make objects appear or disappear!
Show the base of the box to be empty, then insert the slim front, back and side walls of the box. Finally place the lid on it
and immediately produce glasses, bottles, silk streamers, silks, spring bouquets, candies or even a dove from the box!
You take the blank frame and glue or tape
the pattern paper of your choice. This will
turn this frame into a beautiful box that
looks strong and real.
The box can also be used to make items
disappear, including livestock.
Size: 10" x 8" x 5" (l 26 x w 20 x h 13 cm)

The magician explains that he has made a prediction
of an event yet to happen. He shows a leather wallet
containing this prediction. Any spectator from the
audience is invited to deal through a deck of cards face
up, one at a time. The spectator may stop dealing at
any time, or change his mind and continue dealing.
When the person is satisfied that he has randomly
selected a card, the wallet is opened and an envelope
is found inside. The envelope
is removed from the wallet and
immediately opened to reveal a
single card to be the matching card!
Totally self-contained; has about a
two minute learning time.

Ten number cards are fanned; The
performer states that he has ten
numbered cards, running from number
one to number ten, and that some are
face up and some are face down. Have the cards been arranged
to try and influence the spectator’s decision? Is there a number
which appeals to more people than others? Why do some
people consider some numbers to be lucky?
The spectator is told to concentrate on the slip for a moment.
They are told that they are about to take part in an experiment
in numerology. They should name any number from one to ten.
The number is called and the corresponding card is revealed.
The prediction is opened by the spectator and it matches
exactly!

An exciting variation of out of this world

Offer to realize the impossible -- to
cause the passage of his card through
the label
without
damaging it.
An undisputed
impossibility!
The passing of
solid through
solid!

Alien Autopsy by Jim Pace & Steve
Dobson Four differently colored alien
faces appear and disappear
one at a time between
pictures of earth and space.
Then, with a wave of the
hand, the four cards with
aliens change to four “green
immigration cards”- which
then magically change into
the aliens again, this time
all…

A length of rope coiled twice around the performer's neck
passes visibly through. Second time the rope penetrates
the neck the knot is formed in the middle. It's crazy! The
performer ties another knot
above the first one, then
another, and another, until a
large bundle of knots is formed..
Unexpectedly, the big knot
detaches from the center of the
rope and falls off. The performer
is left with just a short piece of
rope between hands.

With the brand new deck, a mind
reading effect is demonstrated and
proves a hit! Then, wracked with guilt at
changing the beautiful gift into a model
of magical conformity, the magician
reverses the process, changing the
cards back into the deck he started with
- simply illustrated cards.

More Parlor sized than jumbo, this trick is still
a rocker!

Two Cards are shown, let’s say the red Seven of hearts
and the blue eight of hearts.
The Red seven is folded in half and the blue eight is folded lengthwise.
The seven is placed inside the eight and turned back inside-out.

The eight is passed through the seven and magically
changes into the seven!
Now the eight is the red card folded in half
and the seven is the blue card folded
lengthwise.
The eight is now placed inside the seven
and turned inside-out.

Three cards with blue dots and three cards
with red dots are freely shown. One blue card
is placed between two reds and one red dot
card is placed between two blues. With no
trick moves the red cards are back together
and the blue cards are back together. The
trick is repeated with four cards
and then only with two cards. Each
time, the spectator's are completely baffled!

This money is not
real. However, it
looks close
enough to be
useful in magic
effects or as
stage money. A
generous supply
of ones, fives,
tens, twenties,
fifties and
hundreds.

The effect is done with just the four aces. They are not
gimmicked in any way. The rest of the deck is set aside.
Only the four aces and your two hands are used. Show
four aces front and back and freely count them. A little
squeeze and one ace vanishes, leaving three cards that
are dealt out. Show three aces, square them and give the
packet a squeeze. Now there are
just two aces left in your hands. The
last two aces are shown very freely
and placed between your palms.
Another squeeze and only one ace is
left. Squeeze the last ace between
your hands and it too vanishes
leaving only two empty hands!

A spectator is asked to name his/her Favorite
Card out loud. You state that you also have a
Favorite Card. Spread the deck: your card is the
only card in the deck with a different colored
back. When your card is turned over, it is found
to be the same card your spectator
mentally selected! (No rough and
smooth, or sticky cards or sleight-ofhand required.) Comes with a
Bicycle deck.

A baffling effect where a card only thought of, and
a random number come together to find an
impossible chosen card.

This card trick has become a classic.
A purely mechanical version that's as easy as it is mystifying.
Six cards are counted from hand to hand and then three
counted on the table. You should have
but three left in your hand. But, no strangely enough, you still have six!
This is repeated five times and each
repetition brings mounting
amazement!
Well made of standard Bicycle poker
cards and a complete routine is
supplied. Absolutely no skill or
sleights.

This effect is John Fedko’s version of the Dai Vernon
classic, Twisting the Aces. Comes with cards and
instructions.

